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Your local chamber of commerce may not seem like a big deal, but it plays a vital role in your community.




Chambers of Commerce are important organizations that provide valuable information about businesses in your area. They also offer many other benefits, including networking opportunities, mentoring programs, and educational resources.




Get involved with your local chamber of commerce – you might just find out what else they’re doing to make your town better!




Find out if your local chamber of commerce has any upcoming events and get connected.




We are currently on tour and have been partnering with several chambers of commerce also in Europe. 








It’s Time for Santa Paula, California
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Learn more about us, but also get more insights about local chambers and the city of Santa Paula















More About Us




Our Blog









Helping employment-Based Immigration – The Eb2-NIW Visa





















In September 2024 and following the National Defense Authorization Act coming into law in December 2022, there will be held a roadshow and conference between local US chambers and the Portuguese chamber of commerce and industry. 




Get to know our most recent international partnerships and roadshows




If you’re interested in the latest developments regarding American investors and entrepreneurs moving to Portugal, you might want to attend the upcoming roadshow and conference between local US chambers and the Portuguese Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 




The event will cover a range of topics, including the Portugal Golden Visa program and more specifically the investment funds option, which has been a popular choice for many Americans looking to invest in Portugal. This is a unique opportunity to learn about the benefits of the program and to network with other like-minded individuals. 




Don’t miss out on this chance to expand your business opportunities and gain valuable insights into the Portuguese market. Check with your local chamber of commerce to see if they’re participating in this event, or reach out to the Portuguese Chamber of Commerce and Industry directly to learn more.
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